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NewTek Advances IP Video With NDI® 3.7, Support For Embedded and FPGA Devices
––Freely available NDI® 3.7 includes SDK for both software and hardware vendors with major new
capabilities, including making a full FPGA NDI encoder with support for 4K 60fps and free NDI Stream
Analysis tool—
AMSTERDAM, IBC BOOTH 7.C59– September 15, 2018 – NewTek today announced the availability
of NDI® 3.7 which includes an embedded software development kit (SDK) for manufacturers of video
devices including cameras, monitors, converters, game consoles, video conferencing solutions, projectors,
smart boards, and more. Since its introduction at IBC 2015, NDI implementation has focused around
software applications running on computer devices and has received massive traction, bringing IP video
to millions of users in thousands of products. With the NDI Embedded SDK, manufacturers of hardware
devices are now able to natively implement NDI into their products to work alongside the thousands of
video products that automatically detect each other and share video, audio, metadata, and more, bidirectionally across a standard Ethernet network with near zero latency. The NDI Embedded SDK
extends the IP video revolution to content creators in multiple industries including broadcasting, A/V,
enterprise, media, gaming, and more.
New enhancements in NDI 3.7 for end users include free tools to analyse NDI network streams and
provide information about bit-rates, timing, video and audio formats and more. New developers
capabilities include integrated frame-synchronization and automatic audio dynamic resampling,
significant performance improvements, significantly improved network performance, next generation
error correction to avoid packet loss, improved network discovery of sources, improvements to free tools,
and much more.
“We believe the future of video is software, computers, and networks. This belief drives our vision of the
future where all video devices are linked and able to share content in real time across a network,” said Dr.
Andrew Cross, president and CTO for NewTek. “NDI is the realization of this vision and the NDI
Embedded SDK extends its reach into new areas allowing all manufacturers to participate and provide the
significant benefits of NDI for customers who want IP video.”
“NDI is one of the key enabling technologies driving the industry’s transition to live, IP-based production
workflows. Using the NDI Embedded SDK in our new Pro Convert family of converters allows us to
bring the exceptional ease of use, performance and reliability of our renowned capture devices to the
world of NDI,” said Nick Ma, CEO and CTO at Magewell. “The robust tools in the SDK and the support

provided by NewTek combined to enable a smooth development experience for us and another
outstanding Magewell product for our customers. With Pro Convert, producers can easily connect their
existing equipment into NDI-enhanced production networks, helping them leverage the benefits of NDI
while protecting their prior investments.”
The NDI Embedded SDK is based on technology developed for the recently launched NewTek Connect
Spark Pro device that converts 4K video signals from HDMI to NDI for use over a standard gigabit
network. NewTek is making this technology available to other companies who wish to have this
capability.
Availability
The NDI 3.7 SDK and Embedded SDK are free to download for all embedded device manufacturers for
design at ndi.newtek.com.
For more information please visit https://www.newtek.com
About NewTek
As the leader in IP video technology, NewTek is transforming the way people create network-style television
content and share it with the world. From sporting events, Web-based talk shows, live entertainment, classrooms,
and corporate communications, to virtually any place people want to capture and publish live video, we give our
customers the power to grow their audiences, brands and businesses faster than ever before.
Clients include: New York Giants, NBA Development League, Fox News, BBC, NHL, Nickelodeon, CBS Radio,
ESPN Radio, Fox Sports, MTV, TWiT.TV, USA TODAY, Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), and more than 80% of the U.S. Fortune 100.
About NDI
NDI is in use on millions of devices and allows multiple video systems to identify and communicate with one
another over IP. NDI can encode, transmit and receive many streams of high quality, low latency, frame-accurate
video and audio in real time. This benefits any network-connected video device, including video mixers, graphics
systems, capture cards, and many other production devices. This makes it possible to exponentially increase the
number of sources available for live production switching, without directly attaching to devices, changing locations,
or investing in expensive, high-bandwidth networks that simply replace SDI-based workflows. #NDIcentral
NewTek is privately owned and based in San Antonio, Texas. For more information on NewTek please visit:
www.newtek.com, Twitter, YouTube, Flickr or connect with us on Facebook.
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